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Abstract

The theory of high energy nuclear stars depends on a theory of

nuclear trans~rency and on a theory of nuclear evaporation. The trans-

parency can be computed on the basis of a model proposed by R. Serber

as soon as the interactions between the nucleons and the incident particle

are known. The evaporation can be computed on the basis of the statistical

model of the nucleus as soon as the nuclear entropy and binding energies

of the evaporate~ particles are known. The calculations have been

for.mulated with approximate values for the above interactions, entropies,

and binding energies; and by means of various mathematical methods: a

method of averages, a method of reaction integrals, and one using diffusion

equations. Probability distributions have been obtained for the number

of prongs per star, and distributions are being compUted fot' the ehergy

and ar,gle of a orang. ~he results are in qualitative agreement with the

observations on ohotographic emulsions described in Part I.

Uhiversity of California
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STARS IN PHOTOGRAT"HIC EI'tTLSIONS INITIATED BY DEPT:ERONS

PART II. THEORETICALl

January 5; 1945

~. Horning and ~' Baumhoff

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics
University of California

Any complete theory of nuclear stars would reol1ire a complete

nuclear meohanics. still, it is of interest to use what little is known

of this subject and to see how far towards an interpretation of these

stars it is possible to go. In what follows it is assumed that the

energy of the incident particle is of the order of 100 Mev so that the

excitation energy of the struck nucleus is high enough to make resonance

phenomena unimportant. At these high energies, particles may conceivably

be ejected from the struck nucleus by at least two processes: direct

recoil, and evaporation. If the incident particle gives so much energy

to a nucleon that it leaves the nucleus in a time short cOIllpared to a

nuclear period (,_.... 10-21 sec), then we have a recoil star. If, on the

other hand, the energy of the incident particle is evenly distributed

throughout the nucleus by many collisions of the nucleons among one

another, and if a particle is ejected only after many nuclear periods

(Bohr process), then we have an evanoration star. ''"'hen the incident

energy exceeds the total binding energy of the struck nucleus, as with

~ome cyclotron beams incident on light nUClei, then we may expect recoil

stars to be important. For lower incident energies evaporation stars

should predominate. It seems that cosmic ray stars are of both these

types(2). The theory of evaporation stars denends on two things:

1
Reported at meeting of the American Physical Society, January 2-3, 1948

1/
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(2)CosmiC Radiation •••w. Heisenberg•••p. 131

nuclear evaooration proper, and nuclear transparency, which concerns

the probablility that a high energy particle pass through a nucleus with

the loss of only a certain fraction of its energy.

Part A

Unless Eo' the energy of the incident particle, is large compared

to its mean energy loss per collision, (---20 Mev), the incident particle

will almost certainly be unable to penetrate through the nucleus; there will

be zero transparency. But if E is many times this critical value, thin~s mayo

be more comolex. To get a rough idea of what hapnens, assume the stopping

power of the nucleus to be like that of a Fermi gas of protons and neutrons,

so that "'Then a particle strikes it the resulting- action may be considered

as a succession of n-p, n-n, and p-p interactions(3~

(3)For a discussion of the ~hysical model here involved, see R. Serber~
?hysl Rev., 72, 1115, (1947)

We represent the interaction between the incident particle and an average

particle of the nucleus by

(1)

-1em

(4)Breit, T~2xton, Eisenbud, Phys. Rev. ~ 1018 (1939)

----_._--
The total c~oss section for nn scattering at 90 Mev has been found to be

.034 barns, that for np scattering !OP3 barns.(5) A is chosen so as to

( 5)
Cook, Mc~'illan, Peterson, and Sewell. ••Phys. Rev. 72, 1264, (1947)
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give the average cross-section of 0.5~ at 90 Mev.

The Born approximation with interaction (1) gives for the differ-

ential cross section:

d tT :::: .-:!!:,-:~~4 2. _'27f K_ e;fK .

Lfti~4z- (<X, 7.. + f<.. 7..) 7...

where A:: f. ::: 2.. k /~'- .1- is the momentum transfer and
2. 2-

of scattering in the reference system in which the struck particle is at

rest; and Ii. k. is the momentum of one of the two colliding particles in their

center of gravity system.

When this result is aoplied to collid;)ns within the nucleus,

two complications must be considered: the eyclusion ~rinciple limits

possible momentum transfers, and the struck particle is not at rest. For

energies of the oreer of 100 Mev, 1.»,«. except for imnrobable values of

I" , so that the momentum transferred to the struck particle is almost

always n~~lrly normal to that of the incident narticle. To simnlify, assume

it is always eJ\actly normal. The cross-section for energy loss E is

now obtained from (2) and the relation 2. /Z'1/,- E =: (t 1-:( -I-J )7..._f 2. ,

--..
where f is the momentum of the struck narticle. T"'hen this cross-section

is averaged over the Fermi momentum sohere of radius ~F and summed over

all values of ,4• .L f: such that (I;.;; -I-f--"") 7. >fF1.. , so that the exclusion

principle is satisfied; the result is

where
Z AA--

£." '?t ::.i j;..t
Iii? L .-z....,.

A plot of this cross section, camprreo with that for

collisions between free particles is given in Figure 1 for the case of
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incident beam energy of 100 Mev. The average energy loss E per

collision in nuclear matter may now be computed by numerical integration

of (3). In Figure 2 it is plotted along with the corresponding quantity

for free collisions.

For further work it is convenient to fit the function de-/d<f)

for collision within nuclei, by one of form E.JZ e." ..~t E • Then we

have for the nrobabi1ity of energy loss E in one collision

1/ (r) z '!z. E....s<.-2E/F'
E

where the constants are chosen to give the correct value of the average

energy loss.

Given that a particle is incident on a nucleusJit will undergo

say n collisions before coming to a stop or emerging from the nucleus,

and will lose a quantity t: of ener£?;y. We wish finally to get Pf) ct..E ,

the probability of an energy loss E in range dE. To get this we comoute

first l:;(C) d!.-f- ,the nrobability of there being just n collisions

and of losing energy E in range d~to the nucleus
~,~I ~~

..., ... t:. f ....... .. ) -<;q.y 2... ..;-e-,
J:' ~} a f -:: -==t f "'- '"~- 7t"(? . q . d ". at;. 'J( -:- .." - iJ -, , .' ) 4.--
""'. q 0 (:, . " (: ~2.

c(. :::jJ(Y{/{., •. :f. 1

E
J

). IJ numerical density of nucleons in nucleus ~ ~ (4)
'/ . j'-' F'

To derive (4) consider the expression

-0 x· ~'-e "-r (F) <-"X t; --k - at . I '( 1:) et (~. d Jf, d X.1..

- Ci Jf", /

-'c::'. is the probability of the incident particle going a distance x{ ,

inside the l1ucleus without collision, 7fE,) d.&, d. Y
I

the probability

of a collision with energy transfer ~ , occuring within distance cfx"

,.e- q t.vt ,the probability of going a further distance X t , without

collision, 9fter the first collision, etc, The integrations are subject

to the obvious restrictions
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A-... '1 !- t.-1'...:2 ,t. ~ ~ E· ~ E
;'::, ( 'i:, (

where t -= 1... (7<. t -/I - 2 j'/t is the

4 .1The factor ~ 1 ./1" O{.¢' results

the nucleus~ The quantities

nuclear thickness at impact parameter r.

from averaging over the orojected area of

C(; are really functions of the ~>. To

simplify we evaluate them at average values of the ?/ , that is we put

C{'
CI· ~_ ,-=::-

( 1-(/-') lL
The integrS.- ~/i)then breaks up into two factors,~" ( ) : f (~.,(f)

where tZ.. is the probability of n collisions, and ~.....J!) d.E the

probability of energy transfer in range ~t=provided that just n collisions

occur.

(:::

arbitrarily lar~e energies. To correct

"

-.

this write henceforth

S-- (E) =0 ;; f -:> &0 I ?l o.£f. d e. e-l 4 Zi..,;--v.
( \ ;: Q"," cl.l? ) ciCCo' e) ;: C~ G~ (C,' t )

To evaluate 'P".. write it as

Pit} =: J ( ijlq .c(J(, \ ;;Ci ·'t.~r' u-.:E(Cf.,-q)X('
0"',,\ ",," t '('f '1...-'( --
. ~ ~~,~ ,

where q, ::. (iT·Cf.' ) /"-. is the geo.inetric mean of the <7,:, .1""1 • Put
_., ' . . l

n - z(C<. '. c, ) x.: , ",,' r ' J(. ... .1 (<: r, x.) - ....-'<- I' :::: I _. ·~1 { ( "7 l... --..; \.1 \.

.5" ~ "" A ? (~521-.'l ~::= ~ J ::: 13 /'-. ) ".
~q. - '''I ---.., l 1"1 <:<"

Then evaluating the last ~'ritten integral and avera~ing over the orojected

area of the nucleus gives

12 ~ (Z:R r [..,~,) 1(14 t< \~+\) -AJ~ n)[(2" 1\., ~ \0~~,(.,,\) r~"R)~~ ~).'J
Finally, the total energy distribution is given by

5- p r· o (F\ elt r~-I~ Ifl.J.... ).l/l\ =' -I', (......Ji:. v..-v...~ d(v.-
""-.l ",-~~.) \: ,)) 0.)0 ( )

.... .,. t 5
where AI is the greatest integer in ~~E-. To normalize this distribu-

tion, we add to it a J' function at E ':0 C> , of amount Po , representing

the probability that an incident particle Denetrat.es the nucleus without any

collisions, and a I function at. £'. -==-Eo of amountl.C ,representing
, "'....
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the probability that the incident particle is itself caDturedby the

nucleus.

The distribution (5) is plotted in Figure 3. It should be

applicable to excitation by a neutron beam of 100 Mev. If (5) is folded

back on itself, the result is the distribution of Figure 4. It should

be apnlicable to excitation by a deuteron beam of 200 ~ev. The discon

tinuities at 100 Mev in Figure 4 are necessitated by the )' functions

at E a and E 100 in Figure 3. Similar graphs have been obtained for

other incic1ent energie$. Reasons for the choices of mass number A::: 13

and A;:" 100 will appear shortly.

PaI't B

The evaooration of individual particles from an excited nucleus

is treated by T'TeisskoPf(6~ His eouation (3) may be put

II, (;f <:" '--,< _ fir /I) .~ (X- tt. -r) -,')~ (1) () 'j 4<."

fll/l~!»)""') -;\- .-l(' cAs) r-:r·'-r:r;--r; (6)
'1f 11

(6)
V. "Teis skopf, Phys. Rev. 52, p. 296 (193'7)

where til is the probability per second that a nucleus A ejects

a Darticle with kinetic energy f ' thus becoming a nucleus B. fi' .... J!
¢-.. ..J {t, are the mass, statistical weight and binding energy of the ejected

particle, V its coulomb or "barrier" energy. () and r:- are the

geometrical cross-section and excitation energy of the nucleus. 5 and;.If

~-~ are the entropies of the initial and final nucleus. No fully satis

factory functional form for the entropy is known. However, on the basis

of a simple model we may Vlrrite (7) anp~oximately

(7)
H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 50~ P. 332 (1936)
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4
)
x I

~-r) ~~. Z Efz =- y(

where 14 is the mass number.

(7)

Ultimately, of course, the precise form

of 5 (C) might be deduced from (6) by an experimental measurement of

or some related function.

In the application of (6) to nuclear stars, various mathematical

methods are available. VTe treat first the "method of averages", which

is adequate for describing certain average properties of the many kinds

of st~rs produced in given experimental conditions. The threshold energy

of a particle of type 25 (a neutron, deuteron, etc.) is E'r-}; f ~r c::: Tv •
If the tunnel effect is neglected, then a particle of type lJ cannot

be emitted unless Let ~) (f) be the average kinetic-

energy of a type ~ particle, easily computed from (6) and (7). Then

is the average energy ca;'ried away by the first

star orong if it is of type V Ltl. Pv, proportional to f UlJ}& z,) d ft... '

be the probability that the first emitted particle is of type 2J Then

.;L fi cu -= ~(5) ~ E, is the average decrease in the original excitation

2L caused by the first prong. The sum ~ ~ taken oVer all possible

charged evaporated particles we call ~I the probability that the first

evanorated prong be visible. Similarly E / y- c) =- t:1.. 4. I is the average

decrease in remaining excitation by the sfcond prong, corresponding to

an 11. and so on. i,llhen, after ....f'
d

where E"",,- is the threshold energy

steps in the c8,lculation E~ ~f ,> 0 ,

of the most lightly bound particle (usually

the neutron); then of is the number of particles emitted on the average

from the nucleus.

r'ly or electron,
.£IV = :£., f If •

b::: I

The energy c;;- will eventually be emitted as a gamma

The average number of visible "rongs per star is now
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In applying the ahove method to stars in nhotographic plates,
(8)

we need the chemical composition of the emulsion. Except for small

(8)
Part I, this paper.

admixtures the emulsion is comnnsed of a heavy component, Ag and Br, of

which there are 2.1 • 1022 nuclei per cc; and a light component 0 and C

22and N, of which there are 2.91 • 10 . nuclei per cc. The average mass num-

bers for heavy and li~ht components are 95.5 and 13.65. Figure 1 sh~rs

f for the heavy component. For binding energies and coulomb energies,

we have used, for the heavy comnonent:

E~, "- g. ') ) (1" t:. 2.)" ~

Vh=~'4

E -:rU'i
) eJ.l l' I.

All in Wev.

with these nuclear constants, the nrobabilities for evaporation of various

particles are as shown in Figure 5. This figure some'JIrhat exaggerates the

predominance of neutron evanoration since it ignores Gamow leakage of the

charged particles throUght their potential bBrriers. With the above

curves as & basis, it is now just a matter of arithmetic to comnute the

avera~e number of ions evaporated from a nucleus of the heavy comnonent

with given excitation, as shown in Figure 3, curve H.

The above theory apnlied to the light component becomes both

more difficult and less valid. ~robably no statistical theory holds very

accurately far nuclei as light as carbon. The fluctuations in binding

energies of the avaporated particles in the case of light nuclei make

it difficult to choose proper averaae values of these constants. A carbon

nucleus with an excitation of 150 Mev may be completely broken up into

0( particles and lighter particles, the mor8 so since Beg is unstable
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A dtffe:rent value of /A.. )''i must here be
\-.2 .1-

each barticie; else the results are quali-

tatively in error. The above stehwise calculation then finally yields

curve L of Fi~ure 3. In obtaining it, we have ignored the effect of the

evanoration of particles larger than the ~ particle, even though this

is energetically Quite possible at 200 Mev. The effect of this on prong

number is probably not great, since such narticles would usually be ejected

in excited states and soon themselves decompose~ The effect of direct

recoils has also been ignored. But the effect of this on prong number is

largely counterbalanced since the everage recoil particle leaves a light
. (9)

nucleus with a kinetic energy of the order 35 Mev and calculations
.,,". OJ •

(9) .
Wilson Pbwell, Bull. Am~ Phys. Soc. ~, 15 (1948)

. 'j .' .. ! )i"

sh~N that the average evaporated particle at 200 Mev beam energy, leaves

with a kinetic energy of about 20 Mev. Curve L is physically VAry plausible,

since it says that after a 200 Mev excitation, ~~ich is almost as much as

the total binding energy of a nculeus of the light component, almost all

of the charged particles are separated from one another,

If the curves of Figure 3 are '~eighted according to the relative

amounts of J ight and heavy component present in the emulsion, and weighted

further according to the results of Part A which give orobabilities of

various excitations, the result is 3.4 for an average prong number corre-

sponding to a deuteron beam of 190 Nev. At 100 Mev and 50 Mev beam energy,

the average number of ~Irongs per star turn out to be 3.1 and 2 ~7. These

results agree better than might be exoected with the corres0onding exneri-

mental result of 3~0, independent of beam energy. It may be that a trend

toward higher prong number with higper beam energy is masked, in the
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ex,-:erimental results, by the uncertainty of the nhotogranhic !'lates in

registering Drot~ns with ener~ above about 10 Mev.

Present uncertainties in the interactions between high energy

nuclear particles, as well GS in the density of states of excited nuclei,

limit our ability to construct a theory of high energy nuclear reactions.

However, there seem to be no· inconsistencies between present ideas on

these matters and nuclear stars as observed in ~hotographic plates.

Part C

As a second mathematical method for treating nuclear evaporation,

we n01llT describe the method of "reaction nrobabilities". To illustrate,

let be the probability that a nucleus of excitation lr

dissipate all this energy ~n the nvanoration of one n~utton and one proton,
except possibly for a rema~nder less than a neutron b~nd~ng energy.
If, for example the nucleus is excited by deuterons then Q, r (f') is the

probability of a nuclear reaction of type f'£, ~fl), given that the deuteron

nroduces excitation (X). The total nrobability for the ~/"-f )rEaction,

given that the deuteron hits the nucleus, will be simnly the average of

, weighted by the prohability for excitation x-- de-

scribed in Part A.

One way in which the nucleus may undergo the reaction f/ "'f-f ) is

to wait for a time t l after excitation without evaporating anything,

then to evaporate the neutron in time dtl , then to wait a further time

t
2

without evaporating anything, then to evaporate the proton in a time

dt2 • After the nroton is emitted, the remaining energy of the nucleus

must be less than E~~ , the binding energy of the neutron, or else some

further narticle will eventually be emitted (ignoring the small '"'robability

of r-ray emission), and the reaction will then not be of type ftJ "') )•
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'. -Gi, tWell, the probability that the nuolGus wait for time t

l
l.s...Jl ,

...nere y,': q(t) , and q (~) ::'s the probability per unit time that the

nucleus evanorate some particle Qr other. More explicitly

Q(J).: ..:2 (:-'Ij VVj (K, ~) ~ ~ .
Here '1 (Y. ,4) <t 5• given in Part III i. the probability per uhit time thst

a nucleus with excitation

Str~ctly speaking the sum

in range d f .energy:

particle of type ~

energies less than

~ e~aporate a particle of type c1 with kinetic

71 -::) f- ~ is the threshold ener~ fot a

c· ~
CJ its binding energy and [;f its Coulomb barrier __'

2: should be over all particles l'lith threshold
J
In most cases, the series converges fast enOugh

i

so that a negligible error is made if the sum is over neutrons, protons,.

order"an intel!·,.al of form·

P1S~) ~ ~ ,-tr(~~f, ') .
( ) • -, Q' (9)

From ~'... . \' '. t _S'A(~) - ')~ (3' - 2. t- 'S ~.<.)
.~ IN .. ~ ~ y.{s.·-V) J~
I ::. , I

Itdoes not· seem possible to evaluate the integrals of type (9) in closed
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form, primarily because of the involved denendence of the Q(" on the

'3... To evaluate it in a ser~.3s, we recall that the first narticle evaoo-,

rated almost always comes off with kinetic energy not far from the average

kinetic energy -r, , which is easy to compute in terms of r . Similarly,

the second evaporate0 narticle almost always comes off with kinetic energy

ncar s~ , and so on. It is convenient to introduce the variables

(11)

(10)

is:

~ == r;- ~ )... J '1/ ~ M -II: ) j.

Then ( ) d u-/o r ~ Q vi )" ') QIf =: (l. 'E - ~ I; - 11 u _, )

And the Tavlor series for ~(~'1/~) : --'---, -/. 7f G
t
'

F 4;-: ~') ':' r(;:-' I/J ) + 5' 2f.- (~7 - 4,- ) -I
~." \11 4--"" \} 'lJ ..J I CJ"1;!

will converge rapidly. Substitutions from (11) in (9) now gives a series

of integrals each of which is elementary.

u

and then drops off ranidly. In words, any nuclear reaction is most probable

when the excitation exceecs the energy threshold faT the reaction by about

{;/I-... , the binding of the neutron.
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To apply this ~ethod of reacti9n n~obabilities to the heavy

component is tedious because of the sco~es of energetically possible re

actions. To lighten the labor we have introduced the quantity t?> ~ =z~
f '

1JIthere f runs over all evaporatefl particles except the neutron, that is,

over all ions. We then compute rea ction probabilities such asP. p.
( (""-..., A-. (

where neutrons and ions are distinguished but not different kinds of

evaporated ions. We further lump to~ether probabilities such as O.
I ....~

and t2.' which differ only in the order in which ions and neutrons are

emitted. Adding these Fls in an obvious way enables us to duplicate the

curve H of figure 6 to within an error of 12~. This is regarded as a check

of the method of Part B.

Part D.

A third mathematical method for formulating the problem of

nuclear reactions is to use diffusion equations, probably the best method

for Computing effects dependent on many nuclear reactions; for effects

dependent on only a few reactions the method of Part C seems best.

.-----. o-~·--_. : JI - .__e" _

l ..~_. ._... )( (".)

>(

Consider a stream of protons incident on the end of a cylinder

of nuclear matter of length x~. Let x be distanoe from point of entry,

E the energy of an incident proton. If IJ(~~)s the probability at

position x that the incident particle have energy below E, then

(12)

where Eo is the maximum value of E at which P(:/ E) is non-zero, and

tr(E) E) is the probability per unit distance that an incident particle with

energy E suffer an energy loss' • This eguEtion of course neglects
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an~lar scattering of the incident particle. Equatibn (12) with boundary

condition fJ0, E) ~ /«:) dete:nmines the function P(?dE). Once this is

known, an integration over irrpact parameter t with K. as an appropriate

function of Ir , will furnish a transparency curve for the nucleus; simiiar

to Figure 3.

Let e, (/(, E ) :t>e the probability at distance x that the

incident particle has kinetic energy below E and has collided with n

nucleons. Then a second formulation of the transparency problem is furnished

by writing:

J 'P......(}(,~ =: \ Fa ~Q'_'(~lf')
(»)( 0 6ft

The first integral on the right of (13) sums over those processes which

contribute to increases in ~. (i J f ), the sFcond over those processes

which contribute to decreases. (13; is a set of simultaneons diffusion

equations rather than a sir~le one as given by (12). (13), ~y distinguish

ing the separate terms in the series P(x,0) :: f ~,01 f) seems more

detailed than needed in computing nuclear transparencies. (13) like (12)

ignores angular scattering.

To treat evaporation, consic1er R( (f X) the probability at

time t after it is struck, that an excited nucleus have excitation X.

(14)

where Ui(!,)) is the probability per unit time that a nucleus'with ex:"

citation X lose excitation r through evaporation of some particle or

other. Wis given in Part B. Let ~-(I) d.i be the probability of emitting

an ion in time e:t-l
J

1«(/) -::. (tAr(t) dithe orobability of having emitted an
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ion before time t. Then

d R ~) :: r go~ 1\_(f~...!.l d i I ('J If" (i;/ r) d r
c) t. 1" ~ .8()7 I (15)

where tk£·(!, ~.) is probability ne r unit time that a nucleus with excitation

'K lose energy r through ion evaporation and '( is the threshold

for ion emission. ~ (f)can be got from this eouation once i\(f I r )is

obtained from (15). And R{c--1)is the ebserved average number of visible

orongs per star.

To compute the probability for producing a star of ~ prongs,

where )5 is not the average number, is a nroblem in statistical fluctuations.

This is of course more comolicated than finding R... (O?). When a nucleus has

emitted )f ions an<;i when further its excitation is below -C ,then we

may speak of a comnleted star of If prongs. Let 1<."',; (f) be the nrobability

at time t after the nucleus is struck that such a completed star has

been formed.

d ky(t)._------..~-----de
d ~(l)-( ) f, g')

2> 3' . (16)

where D(o J ().f is probability Ftt time t that the struck nucleus has

emitted nr3cisely V ions and possesses an excitation less than X.

To comnute the observable quantity Rlj. (cxJ) is now just a matter of

quadratures, once P(v, t,l fj is found, The equation determining this

function is

J P(lJ / f I X) . r~ ;. P /lJ _ t f' ') [ f'. I: I ).._._......__ ...- ..._-- =-}_-_{~_J_''J _ d r 1 ?f1 ,l, r .d f
?rt '¥ J-l' - I'.! (17)

+Jx(ooI1~.2._~!}../) dl '[ g~(r'\) d5 - f,~~pf,tIU cf!')f !'W(J' ~')df
- if t 1 J I. f ' I.. (J J j 1 ~.__ I )

(17) is a set of simultaneous integral-differential-difference equations.

We can simY'\lify somewhat by considering P as a smooth function of a

continuous variable )j and then renlacing this set of equations by a
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or subtracting: .

.__~L'~'_] 7 ( 0
1(11 dl' (\N.&<;; -+ (q1~" .1. a'[r~ cJ1-(~(if'\~V~}

(J , (; f. ) d . 6 !' _ ) I 'b ~,~! . -, \ 1-' }d/'. d! L ,
j J~~l>-l 'J J~-!J-1- ./ -""'II-i J /'·lJ··

~ ! ~ / . ,

or, using the relation

~'l P/>. ~ .)'1 D· ~" p .
dJ' h' . =- .;;-~l, l + :. ,r; '& ' J

-l.-{ / lr 0-/2. r . 1.-"":,-1
we get I v z.

-- g1. Bt' . =: \~ --':01. ~r ~ d ~' )'r,'JJ t-Uu' ) oJ, - (- 6'" Pc d X'f" .J.<. - r~ ,,~r(~,.rll"d ~ \ t "\ "t" \ l !'" / • / . - VV ') . d ).1- t V~>
/.0. C')"_d:l .' . d'd'.l' I j"0:.l

Integrating ",rith respect, to/iv, : r _ _I

<;'" X ~ 4

;) ~t, :: (.J ~,L' J-! tfw fJ.'l; - ( :J" PL," - d r (~. <tl," .-(~ d~' (\tv d"
~-t. '(:)"t't , I q ']:' J I ) ) a~' t ~
. "\.. 1.J. ! .- f r ( c - ('-.

From the nhysics of the problem it is clear that 1)(O'J 1 Y 1\) ""- 0

so that the cor.stant of integration is () • The boundrry condition is

ro01 X,c» :: ~)J(g'~here J(K) is determined by solving the transparency

problem.

The angular distribution of the evaporated particles has so far

been neglected. These particles should emerge with spherical symmetry

with respect to the parent nucleus. But since the parent nucleus is in

general moving with respect to the observer when evaporation occurs, the

observed angular distribution is asymmetrical. To estimate the irr~ortance

of this asymmetry consider an 0( particle of energy C:x ~ t ,/frl'X ~ 1

colliding inelastically with a n-..eleus of mass M. After coD ision the

velocity of the nucleus will be 77::::::...~ ~-, Let E ::;: -' Ar'h I /I, 1--00< / Z

about 1:< Mev, be the average kinetic energy of the evaporated ions.
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the asymmetry will be import~l~ if ~ is of the oreer of 1 or greater.

We have
tt7\1 (~'t /(; t . t

~) :: ~ Ai (T) = (~~x) ~:~ .Ef~

If f "" =. t{ Co ).1..Q. V1 C-, ~ '2M J( l/ l ~ I '::;..L,.At -=. 2-0"0, then ¥" ~ .0') •
/~,~ l, YI

If the foil is as light as aluminum, ItF 27, other conditions as above,

then 't?;. ::::,") and the asymmetry may be a sizeable effect.

For a more detailec treatment of the angular distribution,

let i) ( t \p) be the probability at time t after it is struck, that
~

the target nucleus has already emitted an ion with momentum P •

') (GO I '-:p ') will be obsc'rvable from experiment. It is given by

~~t3(i115'1-. ~(A (f f -P ')1)('1 l~) o\.p. d.f
q';~ I} .... I ), •

where A(i I r) P) o..P J f is nrobability at time t that the struck

nucleus have a momentum 1.5"' and an excitation g, andVCv.., P) .,I, p-,
is probability per unit time that a nucleus with excitation ..d emit an

-ion with momentum 'D • To determine A we have the equation'

~(\~'f) ~ f rA(1/! /, 0),{ P, 0:rC1 , p~) -A(( til)}~vjt,\}!\
where by conservation of energy, X I is given by

C' ~1 1

~ '_ g- "" p'- () J + E i' \?,~~
~ - ? N-.'J- 1 7. M

From the expression for W in ?art B it is easy to show

tt(g 1"- ) ~ -L cqJ -<)~ +-)(.x-fl-(~'~r..) tp'-eY -V
~ I P ~ 1)~ ..3l 1 2..~} 1

where ~J IJjand f J I "l are mass, statistical weight, bindiAr;rie~gy,

and Coulomb energy for an evaporated particle of tvpe f and (T the geo

metrical cross section for the nucleus.

To discuss the te~hnique of solution of the above integral

equation, consider an equation of the tynical form:
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(18)

Were the kernel K of form" /1'f.'I~hen a Mellin transformation of. rjrE'
P in the variable f(t) would bring about a great simplification; we:,"e

it of form I<{!Cc.=)- f{t-:'») a Laplace transformation of P~, (:: ) in

the vAriable j(E) would make a like simplification. If P0, F)s replaced
"

b~ series expansion about the point C~E', then this integral equation is

easily reducible to a differential equation which has constant coefficients

if If r· is of more Reneral form, these coef-

ficients are variablE. so that the method is of little use. The method

of iteration may be of use in the transnarency nroblem in the case of light

nuclei, where the most ~robable number of collisions of the incident particle

is say 3 or under; and also in the evanoration problem when the bombarding

energy is low enough so that the average number of evanorated particles

is not more than 3. But in general it also is imnracticable.

For solving (18) with the kernels of interest in the present

oroblem, two methods look promising. The first is to out p(xJ <.=) ::-i D()( Jl(j-J
so that (Ie) becomes an eigen-value problem in this the eigen-value 0(

Replacing the integral by a sum then in effect replaces (18) by a set of

algebraic linear equations 'whose determinant is diagonal, which makes them

quite easy to solve. Finally, we seek a linear combination of solutions

of form .-a.. '" lit P
A

Ci,) such that boundary conditions are satisfied. The

second method is to Laplace transform P (,~I c=) with respect to x, then

to solve the resulting inhomogeneous eQuation by the method of Enskog.(lO)

(10)
Enskog, Math. Zeit. Vol. 24, 25, 31.
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with a judicious choiee of t~6 set of orthogonal functions occuring in

this method. work on these r..uthods is now in progress.

We wish to thank Professor J?obert Serber for guidance throughout

this work.

This report is based on work performed with the supoort of

the Atomic Energy Commission under 80ntract No. W-7405-Eng-M~, in connection

with the Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, Calif-

ornia.
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